Grove Circle Healing

Chris Young-Ginzburg, Intuitive Guide.
Client Name:

Contact info (phone #, email, address):

Were you referred by someone?

Health Inquiry:
When was the last time you received energy work/psychic counsel or is this your first time? If
so, what forms and how was your experience?

Are there any areas of your body (chakras, etc.) in particular that experience recurring
uncomfortable sensations (ex: stomach aches, tension in chest/shoulders, leg/foot pain, etc)?
Are there any illnesses that I am to be aware of?

What is your intention with this receiving this session?

Is there anything that I didn’t ask that you would like to inform me on before we start our
session?

Release Portion

*Must be signed before we begin our session

My (Chris Young-Ginzburg) Mission Statement:
When I offer my healing services, my intention is to assist in a change of personal
consciousness. I only hope to assist others in believing that we are all divine creators of our
own experience; manifesting all sorts of choices that have occurred either in the past, the
present moment and/or in the future.
By signing this form, you are in agreement that I, Chris Young-Ginzburg, as I assist in supporting
a healing vibration, am not telling you how to live your life or predicting your definite future.
You are in agreement that it is your responsibility to take any information I share in your
session, with your own consent. You also agree that I am only a “conduit” for your own
personal information and with your consent, I, Chris Young-Ginzburg, am allowed to use my
higher intuitive guidance to assist in guiding you with achieving your highest spiritual healing
goals with what comes through the healing work we do together, henceforth.
As your intuitive guide, Chris Young-Ginzburg, I am choosing to assist you in finding your own
divine spiritual information and it is my intention that with my intuitive guidance, I will work in
the highest alignment and integrity to assist you with receiving all the spiritual information you
seek.
By signing this form, you release any and all liability from myself, Chris Young- Ginzburg.

______________________________________
Signature

____________________
Date

